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By Carolyn Cohen

Much has changed over the course of the year.

In a study published in 2016, NPD found that millennials were less concerned with brand names when it comes to
luxury bags, putting more focus on quality and style. The younger generation was reportedly more considerate when
it came to choosing a bag, taking longer to decide which to buy.

Getting a handle
We equated this shopper journey closer to buying a car than a fashion accessory: 41 percent of customers indicated
that they started thinking about their most recent handbag purchase more than a month in advance.

Each handbag needed to represent her tastes and personality, while still achieving its functional purpose. She was
willing to scour the market, read dozens of reviews and product details, try new products, and make store visits
before making her final selection.

At the same time, it appeared that designer brands were more concerned with protecting their core luxury consumer
and questioned if shifting strategies to attract millennials would alienate their base.

Gucci, as we all recognize, was the first to take the plunge and lead the way, proving that speaking to and designing
for millennials was essential and the only way brands could remain relevant and secure their future.

We can all tip our hat to Gucci as not only did it transform its business, it simultaneously ignited the broader market.

By 2020, millennials are projected to spend $1.4 trillion, per Statista, representing 30 percent of retail sales within the
United States, and even coined "HENRY'S" or "High Earners, Not Yet Rich".

Brands who reach out and relate to these soon-to-be affluent consumers will reap the benefits as, even today, many
have sizable spending power and no dependents as of yet.

Brands will begin to feel confident about pushing barriers to break the code of the next generation.
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Generation Z will be a new force to reckon as they are slated to be 25 percent of the population by 2020, and many
studies have projected that they will hit a spending power of 40 percent, making them the single most important
consumer group in the U.S.

These hyper-connected, ethnically diverse consumers are already becoming luxury seekers. Social media provides
greater access to high-end brands, and developing and cultivating their personal brand is intrinsic to their DNA.

The proof is in
These shifts are now clearly showing up in retail sales.

Over the past year, on a national level, the accessories market has been a highly challenged market, specifically
among multi-brand wholesale retailers within the U.S.

However, designers' elevated vision, renewed and refreshing relevance, and accessibility to the millennial
consumer has thrust forward momentum for designer brands after the few years of flat sales.

Annual women's  des igner Dollar Volume change within wholesale markets . Source: The NPD Group / Retail Tracking Service, U.S. Dollar Share for
Women's  Des igner Bags , Annual 2016/2017

Furthermore, as growth slows among lower-priced items (less than $1,000), with the exception of $4,000 to $4,500,
price points out-the-door are elevating across the board. Growth is notable for $1,500 to $2,500 and $3,500 to $4,000
seemingly sweet spots for the industry.

Source: The NPD Group/Retail Tracking Service, U.S. Dollar Share for Women's Designer Bags, Annual 2016/2017

Strong organic growth seen in secondary markets
The brand halo and focus on millennials is not the only thing that is working, as the ground game becomes equally
important, and is shifting to secondary markets.

 



 

Annual women's  des igner bags  regional market share. Source: The NPD Group / Retail Tracking Service, U.S. Dollar Share by DMA Market Groups
for Women's  Des igner Bags , Annual 2016/2017

Annual 2017 growth trends  highlight secondary market growth. Source: The NPD Group / Retail Tracking Service, U.S. Dollar Share for Women's
Des igner Bags  by DMA, Annual 2016/2017

Last year, much of the market could not have predicted such seismic shifts in the luxury market.

Not only do we see these trends continuing, but in fact, growing.

According to the most recent month sales reporting, December 2017 was even more stellar and we believe this
market has much more steam and opportunity ahead.

DESIGNER BRANDS should continue to liberate from past conversion while also developing their presence in lesser
likely secondary markets.

NPD's Retail Tracking Service is based on point-of-sale data provided by participating retailers representing a
majority of national multi-brand retailers of the accessories market. This fact-based data provides important
directional perspective on the marketplace for brands and retailers.

Carolyn Cohen is director of business development for luxury and fashion accessories at The NPD Group, New
York. Reach her at carolyn.cohen@npd.com.
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